
The Second Floor Collective presents

A unique and varied range of British brands joining together to create a fresh and exciting gift guide for 2012

A Brilliantly British  Christmas Gift Guide



www.yull.co.uk

YULL
Yull, launched by Sarah Watkinson-Yull in 2011, is a British 
brand going from strength to strength. With support from 
Th e Princes Trust and the British Footwear Association, Yull are 
now able to manufacture their beautiful and quirky shoe designs 
in Britain. Producing shoes with a contemporary design spin on 
trusted classics, Yull work to the mantra, ‘Style over Fashion’.
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Born of shared passion, drive and inspiration, 
The Second Floor Collective is unique with 
collaboration and ingenuity at the heart of the story.

Sharing the fl oor at the Best of Britannia trade show 
in London this October, a group of like-minded, yet 
diverse, British creatives were united by their belief 
that British manufacturing is not only alive and well; 
it is thriving. So, inspired by the depth, range and 
quality of British made products showcased at Best 
of Britannia, they wanted to come together with a 
creative project that would continue the spirit ignited 
at the show.

Th e Second Floor Collective is passionate about 
promoting the message that British design and 
manufacturing is fl ourishing, but it needs the support 
of the British public to continue on this trajectory. 

Created in time for Christmas, this brochure 
showcases a mere taster of what Britain and its 
creative minds are producing. Th e Second Floor 
Collective is: Dribblebuster, Helen Gordon, 
Hype, Magties, Sara C, � e Cambridge Raincoat 
Company, Lili� , White Dove & Wonder and Yull.

What better time of year to buy British than at 
Christmas? What better time of year to re-instil 
a collective faith in British products?

Buy a gift  that is the true embodiment of the 
creative and unbreakable British spirit. 

Buy quality, buy innovation, buy British.

All products from each of these truly British brands are available to buy direct from their own websites. 
In addition you can fi nd more brand and stockist information here: www.thesecond� oorcollective.com



DRIBBLEBUSTER
Dribblebuster dribble bibs are a quirky and unique product for young 
ones. Designed to co-ordinate with any outfi t, take your pick from the 
many liberty prints; your little one will look perfectly stylish in one of 
these beautiful bibs. All of Dribblebuster’s bibs are made with top quality 
soft  woven cotton, with a cotton fl eece backing, making them comforting 
to wear. Also off ering a range of baby sleeping bags, Dribblebuster are 
a British brand growing very much in the right direction, sold in selected 
boutiques and available online also.

Made in Britain

www.dribblebuster.co.uk
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Liberty Art Fabric

www.sara-c.com

SARA C
Born from the depths of the English winter countryside, Sara C is inspired 
by the natural beauty of an untouched England. Th e prints that make up this 
fi rst collection have all been photographed or hand drawn by Sara. Hero pieces 
include the mirrored ‘Sayulita’ leaf and ‘Swirl’ midnight prints spanning across 
t-shirts made from 100% bamboo silk and 100% peace silk scarves. Graphic 
natural shapes are infused with bright washes of colour refl ecting the wild 
beauty of our countryside. Sara C believes in producing high impact fashion 
in a low impact way. Every garment is individually handmade using 
eco-friendly processes and fabrics. 

Inspired by Britain, made in Britain.
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Born from the depths of the English winter countryside, Sara C is inspired 
by the natural beauty of an untouched England. Th e prints that make up this 



MAGTIES
Magties now brings you our own collection of high-quality tailoring and unique 
designs for you to own. Every piece is hand-tailored in our own studio in London 
by our team of highly skilled and specifi cally trained tailors. We take great pride 
in working to the highest standards with the best possible materials in order 
to give to you the fi nest quality accessory that you will enjoy for many years to 
come. We hope that in the years to come, Magties pieces will be collectable classic 
designs - so much so that each piece carries its own unique number, ensuring you 
a unique piece of tailoring.

You can shop, enquire about our bespoke service or browse at our website. 

www.magties.co.uk
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WHITE DOVE AND WONDER
White Dove and Wonder make stylish, quirky objets d’art and home 
accessories from vintage wooden shoe lasts. Th e lasts are reclaimed 
from various shoe factories across Britain and then remade by hand 
at their Greenwich workshop into practical things of beauty for the 
home. Each last is totally unique and alongside popular pieces such 
as coat pegs, door stops, loo roll holders and lamps, they off er a 
bespoke service; so, you dream it and they’ll make it.

Made in Britain 
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www.whitedoveandwonder.co.uk
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White Dove and Wonder make stylish, quirky objets d’art and home 



HELEN GORDON
Th e Helen Gordon brand is a nostalgic journey into childhood. Inspired 
by her children, Helen Gordon has produced a range of timeless and non 
trend-led pieces that are to be treasured. Her designs have been infl uenced 
by her passion for children’s vintage stories/ illustrations and Scandinavian 
folk patterns. Helen’s quirky style, attention to detail, high quality and 
ethical beliefs are becoming recognised and have made her products 
highly desirable and well-loved. She is passionate about supporting 
UK manufacturing and uses various specialist factories to produce the 
collection. Her collection can be found in stockists 
both in the UK and abroad. 

www.helengordon.co.uk £26
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LILIFI
Established in 2008 by London-born accessories designer, Kathleen 
Reardon, Lilifi  is a brand that thrives on the energy and relentless 
dynamism of England at its most creative. Infl uenced by the varied 
history and melting pot of styles and cultures to be found in Britain, 
Kathleen is inspired to produce fun, unique and wearable collections 
each year. In this undeniably patriotic year, Lilifi  has been able to bring 
back the manufacturing of its products to Britain, resulting in 
a newly invigorated brand fast becoming known for the quality of 
its products and the luxurious design found throughout the range. 
Like it, love it, fl aunt it.

Made in England

www.lilifi .co.uk
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Established in 2008 by London-born accessories designer, Kathleen 
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THE CAMBRIDGE RAINCOAT COMPANY
Th e Cambridge Raincoat Company off er chic, high-quality raincoats 
originally designed for people who ride upright bicycles and are now 
proving popular with everyone. In a range of signature jewel colours 
with polka dot linings, these innovative coats combine 21st century 
substance (high performance fabric) with an abundance of traditional 
English style. Whatever the season, whatever the event, a Cambridge 
Raincoat is the perfect sartorial solution. Accessories also available. 

Made in England

www.cambridgeraincoats.co.uk

HYPE LUGGAGE
Hype Luggage is a brand driven by a genuine desire to 
manufacture the best products they possibly can. Th eir 
beautiful bags are designed and made in-house at their 
own factory based in Lincolnshire. Hype use traditional 
values, exacting standards and techniques from years 
gone by to create each bag that proudly carries the 
‘Made in England’ label.

Made in England

www.hypeluggage.com
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